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In this paper, a novel sensitivity mapping method is proposed for the image domain parallel MRI (pMRI)
technique. Instead of refining raw sensitivity maps by means of conventional image processing opera-
tions such as polynomial fitting, the presented method determines coil sensitivity profiles through an
iterative optimization process. During the algorithm implementation the optimization cost function is
defined as the difference between the raw sensitivity profile and the desired profile. The minimization
is governed by the physics of low-frequency electromagnetic and reciprocity theories. The performance
of the method was theoretically investigated and compared with that of a traditional polynomial fitting,
against a range of system noise levels. It was found that, the new method produces high-fidelity sensi-
tivity profiles with noise amplitudes, measured as root mean square deviation an order of magnitude less
than that of the polynomial fitting method. Using the sensitivity profiles generated by our method, SENSE
(sensitivity encoding) reconstructions produce significantly less image artefacts than conventional meth-
ods. The successful implementation of this method has far-reaching implications that accurate sensitivity
mapping is not only important for parallel reconstruction, but also essential for its transmission analogy,
such as Transmit SENSE.

Crown Copyright � 2010 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In this paper, a novel sensitivity mapping method is proposed
for image domain parallel reconstruction algorithms. Instead of
refining raw sensitivity maps by means of image processing oper-
ations or polynomial fitting procedures, the presented method
determines the coil sensitivity profiles by resorting to physics of
electromagnetics.

Parallel imaging (PI) is used widely in advanced MRI applica-
tions. Complementing gradient encoding schemes, spatial encod-
ing by means of distinct coil sensitivities is incorporated into PI
to improve scan speed and coverage [1]. Sensitivity encoding
(SENSE) [2,3] and generalized auto calibrating partially parallel
acquisitions (GRAPPA) [4] methods continue to be the two most
popular PI methods. SENSE represents a class of image domain
methods [2,5,6], in which the reconstruction coefficients are
calculated in the image domain, whereas GRAPPA and its variants
[4,7–9], known as spatial-frequency domain methods, acquire
010 Published by Elsevier Inc. All r
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reconstruction coefficients in K-space. These seemingly distinct
classes of methods can be seen as different approaches to solving
the same set of linear equations of inverse problems [10]. A distinc-
tion between the two approaches is that image domain methods
require an explicit extraction of the coil sensitivities, whereas sen-
sitivity information is involved in spatial-frequency domain meth-
ods implicitly. Despite the extra work of sensitivity mapping,
image domain methods are often preferred since they can provide
accurate solutions to the inverse problem and achieve an optimal
reconstruction [11] provided the sensitivities are known exactly,
whereas GRAPPA gives a solution based on approximating the lin-
ear combination coefficients for the repopulation of the missing
K-space lines. Furthermore, SENSE can outperform GRAPPA in
some imaging scenarios since it allows greater opportunity to
control reconstruction quality through regularization [12].
Traditionally, the sensitivity profile of a coil is defined by the divi-
sion between a coil image and a uniform reference image, which
are obtained from reference scans of a body coil or sum-of-squares
of surface coil arrays [2]. This raw sensitivity profile is then refined
by two-dimensional polynomial fitting [2]. Dynamic self-calibrat-
ing methods [13] have been developed to deal with sensitivity mis-
registration that can result from the traditional methods. However,
the truncation in the spatial-frequency domain of the dynamic
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methods causes Gibbs phenomena. Apodization, wavelet de-nois-
ing techniques [14] and polynomial fitting [2,15] have been used
to reduce Gibbs ringing, however, these methods all have difficulty
cancelling the ringing errors [15].

Here we propose a novel sensitivity mapping method based on
the theory of reciprocity [16,17], which allows the evaluation of
the receiving sensitivity from transmitting Bþ1 field. In this ap-
proach, the measured raw sensitivity profile is first used to inver-
sely determine the coil array geometry by solving the associated
electromagnetic problem. With the coil array information known,
the coil sensitivity profile can then be calculated as the B1 recep-
tion field (B�1 ). In this proof-of-concept research, we will focus on
low fields (B0 6 1.5T) in the so-called near-field regime, where
the RF wavelength k is much larger than the object and the coil ar-
ray. As the problem is reduced to quasi-static in this regime, the set
of four Maxwell’s equations are reduced to Ampere’s Law for the
calculation of magnetic field. As a result, the reciprocal magnetic
field (B�1 ) can be calculated by Biot–Savart integration derived from
Ampere’s law with quasi-static limit, since the RF field is weakly
distorted by the object being scanned [1,18,19]. The proposed
method will be demonstrated in two cases: the sensitivity map-
ping for a single coil element and the sensitivity mapping for an
element in a four-element array. A performance comparison of
the proposed and the traditional polynomial fitting method will
be carried out, for both scenarios.
2. Methods

Similar to our recent work on exposure evaluations by reverse-
engineering of gradient coils [20], the geometry of a typical radio
frequency (RF) coil can be inversely determined from the measured
magnetic field information. In low field cases, this reverse method
is made possible by the reasons that the RF coil can be represented
by a mathematical model using a few model descriptors. Then,
using the principle of reciprocity [16,17] we are able to reproduce
the measured B1 field propagation using Biot–Savart integration
with steady current flowing in the coil element. With appropriate
parameterization, an optimization algorithm can then be used to
attain the values of descriptors representing the RF coil geometry.

Firstly, this work will review the traditional sensitivity mapping
method, which serves as a basis for evaluation and comparison.
Using the two sensitivity mapping case studies, we then derive a
Fig. 1. Coil sensitivity mapping procedure proposed by Prussmann et al. An array image
then masked to obtain a profile with only reliable sensitivity information (D). The extr
dimensional local polynomial fit is performed to acquire the sensitivity map (F).
framework for acquiring sensitivity profiles from a raw sensitivity
map and limited information of coil array geometry. Case I will
show, in the simplest way, how a noisy sensitivity profile is de-
noised by the new method. In Case II, the method is extended to
handle coil arrays. In these studies, noise is introduced into the sys-
tem in a controlled manner.

2.1. Conventional image-domain coil sensitivity mapping

Noise is inevitably found in any MR image and consequently in
the measured sensitivity maps. One of the conventional methods
for sensitivity mapping and noise mitigation was introduced by
Pruessmann et al. [2], alongside the SENSE method. The procedure
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here a coil image (A) is divided by a uniform
reference image (B) to produce a raw sensitivity map (C). However,
noise in the raw sensitivity map, augmented by the division, is usu-
ally a serious issue during this procedure, particularly in areas with
low proton density [21], such as the ‘holes’ which appeared in
Fig. 1C. To mitigate contaminating noise, profile C is masked by a
binary profile, which is obtained by applying a threshold on the
uniform reference image (B). A profile of sensitivity information
within the reliable region (D) is thus obtained. The extrapolation
zone (E) is produced by a morphological region-growing approach.
A two-dimensional local polynomial fit, based upon the assumption
that coil sensitivity has a slowly changing profile, is performed on
the extrapolation zone to acquire the refined sensitivity map (F).

2.2. Case I – single coil element

A sensitivity profile is a function of the coil geometry, object
characteristics and the resonant frequency. The single coil model
shown in Fig. 2A consists of only one element of a typical RF coil
array and a spherical phantom. The coil element is specified by a
few descriptors: c representing the opening of the coil element, a
representing the azimuth angle with respect to 0� of the cylindrical
coordinate system and �I representing the resonant current. Using
these parameters, the functional dependence of the magnetic field
can be described as:

B0 ¼ F0ðc;a;�IÞ ð1Þ

where the sensitivity profile B0 is a function of parameters c, a,
and �I.
(A) is divided by a body coil image (B) to produce a raw sensitivity map (C), which is
apolation zone (E) is produced by a morphological region growing approach. Two-



Fig. 2. A. Coil Geometry and Model Descriptors. I represents the resonant current. c is the opening angle of the coil. a is the azimuth angle with respect to x-axis. (a equals
zero in current case) The field-of-field (FOV) is located in the centre slice (Z = 0) of the spherical phantom. R is the distance from the centre of FOV to the vertical wires. H is the
length of the vertical wires. (B): The simulated sensitivity profile obtained from FOV. C: The noised-added sensitivity profile, with sampling points representing sensitivity
characteristics (blue dots). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Clearly, an accurate description of this functional dependence is
crucial for the proposed method. The field has dependence on coil
array geometry, specified by c and a, current �I of the coil, as well as
the resonance frequency of the MR system. At low fields, the quasi-
static magnetic approximation applies. A set of four Maxwell’s
Equations are reduced to Ampere’s Law with steady current for
the calculation of magnetic field strength using Eq. (1). By virtue
of the principle of reciprocity [16,17], the sensitivity profile can
be obtained from the (hypothetical) RF field as long as the function
F 0 can successfully describe the dependence of B0 on the parame-
ters. An optimization process can be utilized to determine a set of
parameter values that generate the least square fit to the measured
profile. A general form of the optimization cost function that quan-
tifies the discrepancy between the hypothetical and the measured
field is:

U ¼ ðB0 � B0Þ � ðB0 � B0ÞH ð2Þ

where B0 is the hypothetical field with dependence on c, a, �I
through function F0; and B0 is the measured sensitivity profile;
and the superscript H denotes conjugate transpose.

Case I is a simplified scenario, which shows how a noisy sensi-
tivity profile is de-noised by the new method. A scheme was de-
signed to incorporate the noise into the system in a quantitative
manner. Firstly, a noise-free sensitivity profile (Fig. 2B) was calcu-
lated by employing electromagnetic simulation software FEKO
(EMSS, SA). The coil element was numerically tuned to resonate
at 64 MHz and the magnetic field in X–Y plane was studied at
Z = 0. Granted by the principle of reciprocity [16], the coil sensitiv-
ity profile (B�1 ) was readily available once the Bþ1 field was obtained.
In this study, the model parameters are as follows: phantom rela-
tive permeability er = 30, conductivity r1 = 0.3S/m, mass density
q1 = 1030 kg/m3, coil height h = 90 mm, radius R = 37.6 mm,
a = 0� and c = 35�. Secondly, various amounts of Gaussian noise
with amplitudes ranging from �50 dB to �30 dB, with respect to
signal, were added to the, otherwise noise-free, FEKO simulation
results. Signal amplitude was derived using the following proce-
dure (real and imaginary parts of the simulated profile are exam-
ined independently): a region of relatively high amplitude was
chosen, the average of which was taken as the signal amplitude.
Noise amplitude was determined according to Eq. (3), which was
derived from Eq. (4), assuming zero mean Gaussian distribution
in both real and imaginary channels.

PN ¼
PS

10ðSNR
10 Þ

ð3Þ

SNR ¼ 10log10
PS

PN
ð4Þ

where PS and PN denote the power of signal and noise, respectively.
In a Gaussian process, the power of noise can be estimated from its
variance d2, as nearly all the power in a Gaussian signal is contained
within 3d (three standard deviations). Noise was introduced into
both the coil image and the uniform reference image in K-space
to simulate the MR signal acquisition. The raw sensitivity profile
is obtained by dividing the coil image by the uniform reference im-
age in the image domain. Fig. 2C plots the results of adding 40 dB
noise to the FEKO B1 field (Fig. 2B).

According to Eq. (2), the optimization process can be described
as follow:

min
a;c;I
½ðBm � B1Þ � ðBm � B1ÞH� ð5Þ

where subscript v represents a vector of points (40 points in the
example shown in Fig. 2C) selected to describe the characteristics
of the profile; Bm is the calculated magnetic field obtained by using
Biot–Savart Law at vector v according to Eq. (6) [22,23]; and B1
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stands for the complex-valued field strength in the noise-added
profile at the same locations.

BmðVrÞ ¼
l0I
4p

GC

dl0 � R
R3 ð6Þ

In Eq. (6) the line integral is performed along the coil path C;
vector I denotes the resonance current in the coil; vector dl’ de-
notes the small increment of coil tangential to C; and R is the vec-
tor from dl’ to the observation points. It is important to note that
Eqs. (5) and (6) are determined by the descriptors of the mathe-
matical model. In the optimization process, these descriptors, to
which an appropriate amount of flexibility was given in order to
accommodate any imperfection resulting from coil array manufac-
turing and uncertainties in the experiments, were the optimization
variables. The optimized profile Bopt was obtained by substitution
of the optimized values of those variables into Eq. (1). Fig. 3 illus-
trates the process of applying the proposed method to the scenario
shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 depicts the coil image (A) and the homoge-
neous image (B) which were obtained as in the traditional method.
Fig. 3. The proposed coil sensitivity mapping procedure. The raw sensitivity profile (D) is
best represent the characteristics of the profile (E). The optimization process is performe
field of those 30 points calculated by Biot-Savart law and sensitivity values of those 30
values are determined.

Fig. 4. The traditional polynomial fitting and extrapolation for the purpose of sensitivity m
are incorporated into polynomial fitting/extrapolation to estimate the value of the middle
(Fig. 1E) to obtain the refined sensitivity profile (B). (For interpretation of the references to
The division (C) and masking (D) were performed as previously de-
scribed. The extrapolation and polynomial fit was then replaced
with the optimization process, which resulted in a set of optimized
values of the descriptors. These descriptors were then used to cal-
culate the sensitivity profile with a full field-of-view (FOV) (F).

The optimization was implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick, MA) using the subspace trust-region method based on
the interior-reflective Newton method [24]. The evaluation of the
error function involved the Biot–Savart integration which was pro-
grammed in C to reduce the computational time. The optimization
converged within 100 iterations on average, using less than 30 sec-
onds on an Intel Core 2 computer with 2 GB RAM.

To set up a fair comparison of the performance between the
proposed method and the conventional method, both methods
were optimized separately. An example of the conventional meth-
od is shown in Fig. 4. Reliable data points (depicted by blue dots in
Fig. 4A) within a window of the raw sensitivity profile were incor-
porated into the polynomial fitting procedure to estimate the value
at the centre of the area (depicted by a red dot in Fig. 4A and B).
obtained as depicted in Fig. 1. 30 points are selected on the raw sensitivity profile to
d to acquire the variable values by minimizing the difference between the magnetic
points from E. Sensitivity profile (F) is then available by substitution, once variable

ap refinement. A set of data (blue dots) of raw sensitivity map (A) within a window
point of the window (red dot). This operation is repeated on the extrapolation zone
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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This example could be considered as a polynomial extrapolation,
since the estimation point was outside the available data region.
The fitting/extrapolation operated over the entire extrapolation
zone (Fig. 1E) to acquire a fitted profile (Fig. 4B). The window size
was made adaptable so that a sufficient amount of reliable data
points were incorporated into the estimation. Higher order fitting
to border regions was restricted [2].

Polynomial fittings were performed to acquire noise-reduced
profiles Bpoly. Bopt denotes the sensitivity profile derived by the
optimization process. The root mean square deviations (RMSD) of
(Bopt � B1) and (Bpoly � B1) were calculated to measure error
amplitude when noise was introduced into the system. Bopt and
Bpoly were then used to reconstruct a phantom image using the
SENSE method with a reduction factor of two (R = 2) and one-
dimensional (1D) uniform under-sampling. The reconstruction re-
sults were examined against a visual inspection and a calculation
of the artefact power.

2.3. Case II – multiple coil elements

In a more practical situation, multiple coil elements were used
to acquire NMR signals simultaneously. An example of the four coil
Fig. 5. (A): Geometry of an array of four coils. The field-of-field (FOV) sits in the centre sl
profile (B) is obtained from FEKO simulation according to geometry in (A). 30 dB noise a
position of the primary coil under investigation. The yellow dots are employed to estim
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
elements is shown in Fig. 5A. This coil geometry was obtained by
expanding the configuration described in Fig. 2A – another three
coils were placed at 90�, 180� and 270� with respect to the cylindri-
cal coordinate system. Again, FEKO was used to model and simu-
late the magnetic field within the FOV. The coil element under
inspection was driven by a unit-amplitude current source. The sys-
tem was tuned to resonate at 64 MHz.

In this case, the principle of reciprocity still holds. The mutual
induction between the primary coil and the ones within its vicinity
is taken into account when creating the mathematical model. The
inclusion of mutual coupling has to be reflected by adapting the
function F 0. The modified functional relationship can be described
as:

B0 ¼ B0 þ
X

i

Bi ¼ F 0ðc;a;�IÞ þ
X

i

F iðci;ai;�IiÞ ð7Þ

The net magnetic field B0 characterising the sensitivity profile is
considered to be the primary magnetic field B0 produced by the
primary coil element, superimposed by magnetic field Bi produced
by proximate coil elements driven by induced currents �Ii.

Similar to Eq. (5) for the single coil case, a optimization process
is used to minimize
ice of a spherical phantom (z = 0). Four elements are 90� apart. Noise-free sensitivity
dded sensitivity Profile (C, D). Blue points in C are utilized to estimate the relative

ate the rest of the descriptors. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
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min
a;ai ;c;ci ;I;Ii

½ðB0m � B1Þ � ðB0m � B1ÞH� ð8Þ

Compared with Eq. (5), Eq. (8) employs B0m to replace Bm to ac-
count for the mutual inductions among coils.
0ðNÞ l0I dl0 � R X l0Ii dl0 � R

Bm ¼

4p
GC R3 þ

i
4p

GCi R3 ð9Þ

The interrelationships of descriptors I, Ii, a, ai, c and ci can be ta-
ken into account in order to increase the accuracy and efficiency of
the optimization. In general, the coil elements are uniformly dis-
tributed around the scanned subject and equidistant from the cen-
tre of the FOV. These relationships, the optimized constraints, can
Fig. 6. Raw sensitivity maps are refined by polynomial fittings and extrapolations (A). Pr
sensitivity maps. The error between estimations and noise-free profiles are shown for tra
deviation are assessed to compare the amplitudes of the sensitivity estimation errors (E
be mathematically described as: ci = c ± mi and ai ¼ aþ p
2 � i� ei,

where mi and ei have small numerical values used to tolerate the
imperfections of the coil fabrication process.

The optimization was executed in two stages. a was firstly
determined by incorporating a few points that lie within the area
where the primary coil element dominated (blue dots in Fig. 5B).
With given ei, the lower and upper bounds of ai were established
accordingly. Having a determined and ai constrained, a second
stage optimized against the rest of the descriptors by minimizing
Eq. (8), with sample points m selected around the edges of the pro-
file (red dots in Fig. 5C). Once the values of all the descriptors were
determined, they were substituted into Eq. (7) to acquire the coil
sensitivity profile (Fig. 5D).

Similar to the examination described in Case I, polynomial fit-
tings were performed for the performance comparison. The RMSD
oposed method (B) is used to estimate sensitivity profiles from the same set of raw
ditional polynomial refinement (C) and the proposed method (D). Root mean square
).
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of the profiles were calculated. SENSE reconstructions were per-
formed using profiles from the polynomial fittings and the pro-
posed method. The artefact power was then evaluated from the
reconstruction.

3. Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we com-
pared it with traditional methods in terms of the error amplitude
of the sensitivity profile and the artefact power of the recon-
structed image. The refined profiles of Case I were displayed in
Fig. 6. The constructed sensitivity profiles using the conventional
method (A) were compared to the proposed method (B) with the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranging from 50 dB to 30 dB. It can be
Fig. 7. SENSE reconstructions are performed with reduction factor 2, from profiles estima
are derived between reconstructed images (A and B) and original image. Artefact power
seen that the profiles obtained by polynomial fitting (A) show in-
creased inhomogeneity and local distortions, as the noise level in-
creased, whereas the profiles obtained by the proposed method
remain undisturbed. This can be easily observed through Fig. 6C
and D, which depict the difference between the original noise-free
profiles and the constructed profiles. The RMSD were calculated
against these differences to quantify the error amplitude as de-
picted in Fig. 6E. The proposed method produced sensitivity pro-
files with RMSD errors significantly less than those of the
conventional method across the range of noise levels evaluated.
In Fig. 7, the SENSE reconstructed images of the conventional
method (A) and the proposed method (B) are shown. With SNR lev-
els ranging from 50 dB to 30 dB, the proposed method produced
images without any visible degradation, while the conventional
ted by polynomial refinement (A) and proposed method (B). Error images (C and D)
is calculated and compared to assess the reconstruction error quantitatively (E).
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method generated visible artefacts at low SNR levels. Error images
of the conventional method (7C) and the proposed method (7D) are
provided. The reconstruction errors of the traditional method be-
came more apparent when noise increased, while in contrast, the
reconstruction error of the proposed method was only visible at
high noise levels. Artefact power (AP), as shown in 7E, associated
with the proposed method was at least an order of magnitude less
than that of the conventional method.

In Case II, the same set of analyses was used to simulate the sce-
nario where a set of four coils acquired data simultaneously. The
results, shown in Figs. 8 and 9, are similar to those in Case I, which
indicate that the optimization process, described by Eq. (7) and
Fig. 5, successfully constructed coil sensitivity profiles in the pres-
ence of mutual coupling. In Fig. 9D we can see that the superior
Fig. 8. Raw sensitivity maps are refined by polynomial fittings and extrapolations (A) and
shown for traditional polynomial refinement (C) and the proposed method (D). Root
estimation errors (E).
sensitivity estimations yielded reconstructions with considerably
less visible artefacts over the SNR levels evaluated, while artefacts
obtained by the conventional method were noticeable at low SNR
levels as seen in Fig. 9C. The advantage of the proposed method,
over the conventional method, was quantitatively justified by the
calculation of artefact power (Fig. 9E). Similar to Case I, the artefact
power of the proposed method was more than an order of magni-
tude less than that of the traditional method.
4. Discussion and conclusion

In order to reduce noise in sensitivity map estimations and con-
sequently improve the SENSE reconstructions, a novel framework
the proposed method (B) the error between estimations and noise-free profiles are
mean square deviation are assessed to compare the amplitudes of the sensitivity



Fig. 9. SENSE reconstructions are performed with reduction factor 2, from profiles estimated by polynomial refinement (A) and the proposed method (B). Error images (C and
D) are derived between reconstructed images (A and B) and the original image. Artefact power is calculated and compared to assess the reconstruction error quantitatively
(E).
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of sensitivity mapping was introduced. Instead of determining sen-
sitivity by refining raw sensitivity profiles using polynomial fitting
or other signal processing techniques, such as wavelet de-noising,
the raw profiles were fitted to a B1 field of a coil array. The only
prerequisite for the implementation of the proposed method was
the approximate knowledge of the coil geometry. The proposed
method was investigated using two scenarios at 1.5T. Case I dem-
onstrated this novel method in the simplest form, whereas Case II
dealt with sensitivity mapping for multiple receiver coils. In each
case, a mathematical model was established according to the prior
knowledge of the coil array and governing electromagnetics. An
optimization algorithm was then employed to search for a B1 field,
with the least discrepancies with the raw sensitivity profile.
Since the proposed method is a method of refining raw sensitiv-
ity maps, it is suitable for scenarios where a reference scan is avail-
able (static sensitivity mapping), as well as the cases where a raw
sensitivity profile is estimated from the central K-space (dynamic
sensitivity mapping). Furthermore, it is not subject to Gibbs ring-
ing, a problem specific to the dynamic methods, because the opti-
mized profile is numerically obtained from the physics of
electromagnetics. The results shown in Section 3 indicates that
the proposed method was able to obtain sensitivity profiles with
lower noise amplitude, which favours the SENSE reconstructions
in terms of less artefact power for the reconstructed images.

The current method only addresses the low-field scenarios. At
high-fields (HF), the RF wavelength becomes close to or shorter
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than the anatomy being scanned and the geometry of the RF coil.
The loading effects and coil-tissue interactions lead to non-uniform
distributions of the RF current in the coil [25–28]. These effects are
no longer negligible and invalidate the use of Biot–Savart Law for
the calculation of the B1 fields at HFs and it requires full-wave elec-
tromagnetic solutions. In these cases, a detailed RF coil model has
to be developed to consider the variations of RF currents (including
amplitudes and phases) and array coupling; fortunately, hybrid
numerical approaches [27,28] can be used to handle the involved
electromagnetic problem. In addition, the HF Bþ1 and B�1 behave dif-
ferently and therefore caution should be exercised when relating
the reception sensitivity to the transmission sensitivity of the same
coil using the reciprocity theorem. Currently we are working on
extending the proposed concept for HF applications including par-
allel reconstruction and parallel transmission [29–32].
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